
Author’s Note:  This story takes place during the events of “Dauntless Returning,” before the re-launch of the 

starship Dauntless. 

 

 Captain Peter Koester strolled down the corridor, the smile still plastered to his face.  It had been a couple 

of days since he and Commander K’danz had reported aboard and he was still enjoying all the sights, smells and feel 

of returning to his starship.  His daily tours of the decks were not really necessary, but the captain certainly enjoyed 

them. 

 As he neared the end of the corridor, the turbolift doors swished open and a small, thin man with reddish-

brown hair stepped out.  He noticed the captain approaching and smiled broadly. 

 “I don’t believe it,” Koester said as he too noticed the officer who stepped out of the turbolift.  “What the 

hell are you still doing here?” 

 “Nice to see you too, Captain,” Phillip Winters said. 
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 Most of the tables and chairs in the 10-Forward lounge were still stacked in a corner, awaiting a shipyard 

crew to set up properly after some of the badly damaged furniture was replaced, but Koester and Winters managed 

to pull one table and a couple of chairs over near the large, forward-facing windows that overlooked a number of 

other orbiting drydocks and the orange-red surface of the planet Mars far below. 

 “The usual?” Koester asked as he activated a replicator near the bar and ordered himself a synthale.  

Winters nodded as he hooked his ever-present satchel on the back of his chair and sat down, facing away from the 

windows as if he expected something to come charging through the main lounge doors and preferred not to be taken 

by surprise.  As the captain returned he placed a steaming cup of Tarkalian tea in front of the Chief of Operations. 

 The two old friends, who knew each other since as far back as Koester’s so-called temporary assignment at 

Starbase Pennsylvania early in his career, began to catch up on the time they had spent apart between Koester’s 

assignment aboard the starship Sagan and his early and thankfully short-lived retirement, including some 

reminiscences of absent friends. 

 “You realize, Phillip, that all told, your three years aboard my original Dauntless and now more than five 

years on this vessel, you are well past time to rotate off the crew,” Koester said.  “Don’t take this the wrong way, but 

what are you still doing here?” 

 Winters face took on a far-away look for a moment before his eyes focused on the captain once again, and 

he said, “My job keeps me busy.  I like serving aboard the Dauntless.  But do you want to know the real reason?” 

 When the captain nodded, Winter’s expression turned conspiratorial and he looked back and forth as if 

someone might be listening, then leaned close to Koester’s ear. 

 “I knew you’d be back,” he said, then smiled as if it were all a big joke. 

 Koester chuckled as he said, “Well, no matter what the reason, I’m glad to still have you here as my Chief 

of Ops.”  He then lifted his glass and clinked it against Winter’s tea mug.  “To old friendships.” 

 “To getting reacquainted,” Winters added, before each sipped from their respective cups. 

 

The End 

 


